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Multimedia: nobody is quite sure what it is, or why it
is so sexy,but everybodywants to get a piece of it. The Australian government’sCreative Nation cultural policy statement
promisedto pump over $60 million into it. About 150,OOOAustraliansalreadyown computersequippedto run the stuff. Educators,film makers,artists and con-artistsare rushing to make
interactivemultimedia titles.
Yet nobody really knows what it is that the public is sup
posedto want out of it. To be educated?Why not read a book.
To be entertained?Why not watch TV. To be engaged‘interactively’? Well, why not go down to the local bar, coffee shop or
laundromatand chat somebodyup?
When the Australian Film Commission held a conference
in Melbourneon ‘multimediaand interactivity’, over 500 people
turnedup. Everybodywantsthe phantommultimedia userswho
are supposedto be populating this new market to want something from it, but what?
The arrival of a new medium provides the opportunity to
think againabout what it is the userof the medium wants.How
is the desireof the film goer or the interactive user engagedby
the form? It also providesthe opportunity to think again about
what the resourcesare that are buried in the great traditions
from which contemporarymedia draw.
Let’s take the secondissue first. It is usually the job of a
critic to rank works within their genres,and to rank genrestoo
in orderof significance.It is also the traditional businessof the
critic to define what it is that constitutesa good novel, for example,or a classic movie.
Now, all that is fine if one presumeseither that the ‘platforms’upon which culture - and critics - stand is stable,or
ought to be stable.But if it isn’t stable,and one has no interest
in it being so, then the job of the critic looks quite different.
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So ratherthan try to nail down what a novel is, and why it
is in somesensebetter than the lyrics to pop songs,its time to
reversethe critical engineand producesomethingquite different. This is a cue for something like cultural studies, with its
open mindedapproachto issuesof how culture works and who
benefitsfrom it. But the cultural studiesmob, with a few excep305

tions, stick to the margins of presentand past cultures.Regardlessof what the newspapercolumnistssay about it, it really is a
pretty traditionaloutgrowthof scholarlyknowledgeaboutculture.
Perhapsthe instability in media forms at the momentcalls
for a more radical approach still. Rather than all those hierarchies of culture, all those ideal forms of how things should be
that we hold in our minds unconsciously,lets think about culture as a bubbling goo of cultural forms, high, low, popular,
marginal, commercial, subsidised,everyday,ritualised.
Every time a new technology comes along, the creative
and commercial people alike will dredgethrough that goo looking for forms that might suit the new media vector. Those who
can do this with the least preconceptionwill most usually come
up with the weirdest and the most original new forms. This is
why I think the novelists and the theatrepeople were not very
successfulin Hollywood when the talkies came in. They were
too snooty. The journalists, who practiced a low and despised
craft to begin with, had nothing to lose and dove straight in.
At present,we are confronted with the opportunity of writing for, and teaching about, a new medium, and with a vast
array of genres,gamesand storiesthat might be the raw goo out
of which we make interesting multimedia.
So far, the exploitation of traditional game and story formats has concentratedon examplesof games and stories that
are already closely linked. This is particularly so with fantasy,
horror and epic stories, which for a long time have had associated with them various role playing and treasurehunt types of
games.
There are some stunningly original examplesthat go beyond that. One of my favourites is Lemmings, which turns a
particularly silly bit of Disney nature film make believe into a
quite remarkablegameprinciple. Here’s a gamewhereyou have
to stop something - the Lemmings - exceeding their limit,
whereasthe most usual game paradigm is to get somethingup
to the limit.
In order to come up with new connections between the
game and the story principle, we need to think a little more
about the kinds of desire that the user invests in the medium.
There are very few examplesof multimedia that allow for anything like the investment of sexual desire that cinema allows,
and video and TV retail at a cut rate. We now know, or think we
know, that this processis extremely polymorphousandperverse.
We don’t always fancy who we are supposedto in the movies.
One would think that there would be an interesting trade
off in multimedia between the lower resolution of the image
but much greaterflexibility in positioning oneselfand choosing
kinds of interaction and kinds of characterto interact with.
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Unfortunately, there’s been some pretty cheap and pretty
straight porn stuff authoredon cd-rom, but not much that really
draws from the rich soup of narratives of desire that exist in
popular culture broadly conceived, if not in the mainstreamof
Hollywood.
It would be a shame if the kinds of story and play that
people try to fit into multimedia were only those *pretiltered*
by cinema and video - completely different media.
Desire for empowermentis anotherlogical application for
multimedia.In cinemaphilosopherGilles Deleuze’sterms,video
gamesconstruct movement-images.The world seemsto hang
on one’sactions,andcollapseswhenone’scharacterdies.There’s
a certain dark pleasurein this, in seeing whole video worlds
wink off the screenbecausethe Princeof Persiabought the farm.
But once again, all we have so far are puzzle solving, dexterity
and shoot em ups.What other traditional game-skills might one
put in place here as the pleasurableprocessvia which one gets
to play at exerting power over an environment?
Desire to become someoneor something, desire to have
power over someoneor something,and also possibly desire to
be somewhere- else. The idea of multimedia as landscape
bearslooking at, and revisiting as a popular tradition, the tradition of the heterotopia.The fun park, the Persiancarpet,the hall
of mirrors, the folly. There’s a rich tradition there that I would
love to seeconnectto the notion of the simulation. I mean,Sim
City is fun and all that, but I’d ratherbuild the kind of cities that
exist only in movies like Barbarella, or in Prianesi’s drawings
or in the work of Archigram. The cartographicdesire is, I think,
the least explored here.
Might we discover new desiresin a new medium? I suspect not. But we might rediscoversome old ones. The movieTV-video trajectory pushed to the edgesa lot of marginal and
quirky desires that, for example, traditions of carnival, mardi
gras, or very elaborateand non-linear narratives like the 1001
Nights or the Mahabharatakept fully in play. One of the cool
things about multimedia is that it allows us to reassessour assumptionsabout thesecultural traditions, give them a new interpretationand a new leaseof life. I would love to see the epigram reborn in multimedia, for example. Or the haiku.
As with previous new media, I think whoever does the
most open minded researchinto the kinds of cultural resources
that are lying around untapped,in the archives, in folk culture,
in the margins of pop culture, will come up with the most original andchallengingstuff, andwho knows?Perhapsthe odd killer
app. We can comfortably assumethat the combined corporate
might of Hollywood and Silicon Valley - Siliwood, will turn
even Natural Born Killers into a really lame cd-rom. With a bit
of luck, talent and cultural policy guidance,we might get to do
some cool stuff around the edgesof that.

The one truism one hearsall the time about multimedia is
that it is more ‘interactive’than TV or cinema. The user has
more choicesthan the viewer. TV and cinema arepassivemediums for spectators.Multimedia is an active medium for users.
This is one truism that is absolutely untrue. All of the qualitative researchinto what people actually do with TV and cinema
shows that the audienceis an active participant in the production of meaning in these establishedmedia. It may flatter the
vanity of screenwriters, directors and producersto imaginethat
there is a great pile of squeegeesout there ready to soak up the
juice of whatever fantasy they wish to purvey, but that is not
how thesemedia work. And I don’t seehow we can even begin
to appreciatehow new media differ from old media if we begin
from fundamental misconceptionsabout the old media.

of culture, will be changedby multimedia. As with all emergent
cultural forms, it shapesour senseof the residual cultural forms
we leave in our wake - half rememberedand half forgotten.
Perhapsin 50 years time we will have a culture where everybody knows what midrash or golliard writing is, but is no longer
very interestedin the novel. Now that wouId be interesting!

2. Art Goes Interactive
There’s somethingabout new media and artists that make
them get down with each other as soon as the possibility arises
- think of those fabulous &da and surrealist 16mm films. As
soon as light, cheap,massproducedcameraswere on the scene,
so were the artists. Likewise, now that cheap(ish) mass produced multimedia interactives are a possibility, its also an art.
The curators, the critics, the editors and other aesthetic
Audiences negotiatemeaning.The accept,resist or nego- gatekeeperswill wake up to it sooneror later, but the art is hap
tiate what they see and hear depending on how it suits what pening and redefining what art might be.
they know of the world and what they want to imagine in their
heads.This is already what happenswhen people watch TV or
With a Mac, a scannerand a few off-the-shelf programs
go to the movies. The chooseto identify with Roseanneagainst like Macrornind Director, Photoshop and HyperCard,anyone
her kids, or with one of the kids againstRoseanne.They choose can do it. Which meansanyoneis doing it, which meansthere’s
to seeRoseanneas an indictment of all that is banal and detest- a lot of trash out there, both on the commercial multimedia
able in work-a-day family life; they choose to see it as a cel- market and in the electronic art world. The successof the cdebration of all they love and cherish about exactly that kind of rom game Myst has createdthe first multimedia hit, and every
life. They might identify with SandraBernhard, the lesbian- record company,publishing house and video-game firm in the
next-door.They might not. This is how culture works.As Orwell military-entertainmentcomplex of our time is out there looking
said, cultures are not manufactured.They grow of their own for the next ‘killer app’to bust this market wide open.
accord.
It may be a long time coming. In the mean time artists
Conversely,far from giving the user more ‘choices’, mul- around the planet are using multimedia toolsto create an aestimedia can be seen as empowering the creator and restricting thetic exploration of two relatedproblems.Those problemsare,
the userschoices.An author can’t control the order in which a fatly, what is multimedia art good for? What does it do that
readerreads the pagesin a book. If we want to read the ending other media don’t do? Secondly,what does making something
first, nothing can stop us. If we want to skip a chapterthat bores in this media tell us about the context for making art today?
us, we are free to do so.Wtth a ‘non-linear’book, like Adomo’s What doesit make us think and feel about the information landmagnificent collection of epigrams Minima Moralia, nothing scapeof our time?
stops us skipping the ones that bore us. But with a multimedia
title. All this can change.The creator can hide the ending from
Linda Dement’s Typhoid Mary cd-rom interactive strikes
the user. Or insist that certain screensnot come up except via you first with the intensity of its cathode colours, the lushness
other screens.Or one can demandthat the usermake the ‘right’ of its forms. Erotic and abject elementsof the female body enchoices in order to avoid being sent straight back to the start. tice and repel, but always fascinate. You wander over the imThere’sa greattext-basedwork by VNS-Matrix on theMindvirus ageswith the mouseas with a virtual hand, not quite sure if you
disc that does exactly this. If you don’t get your head around are allowed to touch.Clicking the button shifts the imagesalong,
the aestheticsand ethics of the cyberfemmeQ back to the start or reveal scrapsof text, some borrowed, some by Dement heryou go.
self, fragments of personal diaries or public pronouncements
on the managementof bodies. Rather than feeling disjunctive,
So please: let’s not go making assumptions about new the whole thing seemsrather fluid, an aestheticout of Irigaray.
media, on the basisof old media that are themselvespure preju- awareof but indifferent to masculineprinciples of order, seekdice. In fact, let’s make as few assumptionsabout new media as ing a connection between the feminine and the digital where
are absolutely necessaryto begin to experiment with it. The both becomesomethingelse in the process.
‘multimedia thing’ is at present of unknown shape and size.
Let’s keep it that way for a while.
It would be nice to seeDement’s work alongsideChristine
Tamblyn’s as it is a sort of alter ego to it, concernedin a more
In sum, there is only one thing I can say for sure,and that didactic way with the relationship of the female body and techis that our understandingof the past of culture, and the breadth nology.Dementwantsto explore what’s possiblethere,Tamblyn
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wants t critique what’s gone before. The opening screenpresentsfloral arrangementof pixellated petals, click on each and
a link in the daisy-chainof imagesthat link the bodiesof women
and machines presents itself. Since the only universalhistory,
Deleuzeand Guattaritell us, is the “history of contingency”,then
it makessenseto retell historiesin the spaceof multimedia,where
networks of links bid togetherparticularsthat could illuminate
many different stories.Let a thousandpastflowers bloom.
The Deleuze connection is much discussedin the theory
of hypermedia,a more textual cousin to the more image and art
practice basedmultimedia. Brad Miller’s Digital Rhizome cdrom straddlesboth nebulae.As a last nod to appropriation art,
Miller rips a few pages from Deleuze and Guattari’s A ThousandPlateaus,and scansthem into the digital realm.There,where
thereis no physical scale,no breathingtime, they becomephilosophicaltalismansof a world to come, an ever purer zonewhere
intensities gather along and every line of relation. Following
those plotted by Miller takes you in and through the body and
on into the universe, for scale,boundariesand identities are all
put in flux.
If Miller’s version of the emerging digital landscapeis a
cheery one, Jon McCormack offers a more irksome vision with
Turbulence,a cd-rom driving a touchscreeninterfaceand a collection of McCormack’s intense animations from laser disc.
Trained in cinema and mathematics,McCorrnack has a unique
graspon both the logical and visual dimensionsof the artificiallife terrarium he creates,using a mix of off the shelf and selfauthored software. In Turbulence, one has accessto a set of
‘scientific’ looking records of life in a virtual world. Strange
phyla not only dwell here, they grew here.

make up a hell of a lot of sentences,all equally grammatical,
all strangely senseless,and each createsa new ‘sentence’of
imagesand sounds.
Its a highly formal work, rigorous in principle and consistent in execution, and it uses the interactive form to explore
that most interactive thing of all - language. In doing so it
throws into relief the experienceof that which has a grammar
- language- in contrast to experiencesthat don’t - what
they eye sees,what the ear hears.Its a subtle evocation of the
way languageorders the other senses,where ‘orders’has the
double meaningof enforcementand sense.
Similarly formal in a senseis Marta Guitart’s Please,Touch
Me... Three screensall show much the samebeatingheart,floating in the phosphorous-whitespace of the screen. But touch
each one in turn, and eachrespondsto the touch differently, as
if it were an individual presence,not a perfect digital replica.
The work plays on the distancebetweenthe quirky personality
we all attribute to computersand their massproduced identical
identities.Where McCormack wants to explore to the max how
different the digital world can be, Guitart draws attention to
how we colonise it with our anthropomorphicassumptions.

The digital world can be a space into which we project
bodily desiresor rational plans, or it can be a world where the
infinite combinations of media imagery play free. Troy
Innocent’s Idea-On! presentsa digital infoscapewhere the extreme possibilities of mutation and relation betweenpop imagery createsa spacebeyond irony, where nothing appearsany
more to be ‘out of place’. Idea-On! is the most inventive work
I’ve seenyet in terms of the kinds of virtual geography Innocent has created. There were at last count four separatedoMcCormackconvincingly showsa world that is more than mains within the work, each organ&d around its own spatial
human-made,it is self making, where the creator seedsa space metaphor of movement. Innocent has also come up with an
with agents that grow and change and adapt of their own ac- aestheticthat makesthe most of limitations of cd-rom media:
cord. The animations give a particularly uncannyimage of this bold, back-lit colours and graphic shapesgambol gayly in a
world. Strangetriffid-like speciesgrow and pulsatewith almost world beyond fear or hope, in a theme park designed by
nauseatingfiery. What is even more disturbing is that the point Neitzscherather than Disney.
of view from which we seethesecreaturesbelongs also on the
‘other side’of the monitor, for no human eye and cameracould
A more modestwork is Innocent’s interactive techno-tune
dwell in this space, and McCormack accentuatesrather than on a floppy for the Shaolin WoodenMen’s song OHAR. Sponhides this aesthetic and theoretical problem. By creating and soredby Ollie Olsen at the techno dancelabel Psy-harmonics.
visualisingthe possibility of anothernature,McCormack obliges the Shaolin are a technoband who’s public appearancesare all
one to reflect on what is left of our strangerelation to this one. handledby czutooncharactersof Innocent’sdesign.They appear
in the video and on the floppy, and will even be downloadable
Where McCormack usesthe logical propertiesof the digi- over the net. Its a perfect commissionfor Innocent,who’s work
tal realm to createanothernature, Bill Seamanusesit to create with the Cyberdadacollective and on his own has always imaganotherlanguage,or more precisely, anotherlogic for this one. inedtheworld asa digital reahnin which the simulacnunis pushed
His Two-screencd-rom installation The Exquisite Mechanism to the limit. Here he gets to make a little piece of it that will be
of Shivers presentsa series of perfectly grammatical but not commerciallyreleasedin what is still nostalgicallycalled the real
necessarilymeaningful English sentences,each word of which world, or as one sayson the intemet - RL.
correspondsto a video imageand a sound.With the menuscreen,
you can usesubstitutepartsof one sentencefor another.You are
The mutation from art to commerce is also happening to
stuck with the grammatical form of the sentence,but you can the body of work of Toshio Iwai. In his Amiga based work,
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four ‘insects’crawl acrossthe screen.By putting colouredspots
in their path, you can make music, as the insectstrigger sounds
as they cross the coloured spots. This is loads of fun, and its
popular in any gallery where it is installed. It’s nice to seekids
having fun in an art gallery, unphasedby their surroundingsbut
engagedin a new visual experience.Spotting the potential of
Iwai’s artwork, Nintendo plan to market it commercially. The
insect music game will be supplemented by more typical
Nintendo style gamesin the finished product, but it will be the
first art-on-a-cartin l&bit video game culture.

This is the cyberfeminist aestheticploy - use the desire
to know and to seebuilt into patriarchal thinking as the hook to
shift the user’s desireselsewhere,or simply shrug them off if
they don’t get it. “In the spacebetween words she searchesfor
clues. The virus of the new world disorder takes on the
transglobal fathemet of power and ambition. Dirty work for
slimy girls.” The wit of VNS is this combination of being down
with what market culture has done to the law of desire with a
subtlemorphing of that law againstitself. T’his is art that anticipatesa market - that’s my hot tip for culture capital investors!

One art work that could easily be developed as a kind of
alternative game culture product is Game Girl by the women’s
multimedia art group VNS-Matrix. This cd-rom is a somewhat
didactic corrective to the boys club game culture - its project
is no less than a game spaceof entirely female principles. In
this game you have to “infiltrate Big Daddy Mainframe and
subvert his core architecture.”Work by VNS-Matrix, Linda
Dementand ChristineTamblynhelp to dispel the presentlypopular notion that this is an inevitable feature, overcome only by
the negative step of censorship.

Its an open question whether interactive digital art really
needsa market at all. David Blair’s Wax Web is a hypermedia
version of his extraordinaryvideo work Wax: Or the Discovery
of Television Among the Bees. Anyone with accessto a nice,
high bandwidth intemet connection can connect to Wax Web,
which is basedon the popular MOO environment.You can read
the script, look at clips, add your own annotations,in what Blair
hopes will be a collective interactive embroidery on the Wax
world.

The Amsterdam-basedmagazine Mediamatic included a
free cd-rom with their last winter issue. ‘produced’by Gerard
Van Der Kaap. The works compiled on BlindRom are of variable quality, but the interface to them has a zany, hit-and-miss
quality, like that Monty Python record that had two grooves on
the one side, so you never quite knew which you were getting.
BlindRom is that multiplied by a factor of ten, which is what
taking the idea of truly random accessfrom the analogueto the
digital realm can do for you. The idea of artists compilations,
‘produced’so that they form one matrix is a good one, though.
BlindRom is at leastlessannoyingand morecreativethan Blam!,
“Cyberfeminism suggeststhere’san intimate and possible an American concoction that seizeshold of your Mac and won’t
subversiveelementbetweenwomenand technology.”Plant,who let go of it for its dazzling display of petulance.
teachesat the famous Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies,features in Mindvirus, a twin-floppy interacUp til now art has remained a resolutely analogueaffair.
tive “datazine.”This neatly packagedinteractive hypes itself as Paint brush moving on canvas,video camera panning acrossa
“an alternative media source. It uses its hosts to replicate co- body, performanceart of gesturesand sighs. In the appropriavertly and it feeds on its own hype. The mutation continues tion art of the 80s the disjuncture and combination of images
upon contact with the user.”By making cyberpretensionironic, emergedas an aesthetic.No longer this image or that image,
then folding the irony over again and presenting it as is, but the relation, the space,the suggestionin between. Digital
Mindvirus createsan aesthetic aura for itself that rises above media make that inbetweenthe whole of the art.
the now routine cyberboredom.The optional ‘randomiser’is a
nice touch too - with the click of the mouse you’re off on a
There’s not much to be said for the quality of the images
serendipidy ride through the stacks, or dumped into the ‘cow one can put on a monitor- issuesof quality in an image are an
zone’.
analoguenotion, all fine gradationsof line and shade.No matter how fine those gradations get with each quantum jump in
There’sa hypermediaversionof theVNS All New Genwork computer power, its still pointless to compare digital images
on Mindvirus, one of the most suscintversionsof the recursive, with their analog predecessors.What’s neededinstead is a new
hyperlinkedstory I’ve seen.VNS usethis model to build in links aesthetic.I don’t mean a new aesthetic theory, although that
that short-circuit straightback to the start, but also links that ex- will come, but a thumbnail aesthetics,a set of rough bcnchtend the story,weavingdeeperinto the maze.So far from offering marks to hold up to the new digital realm.
the user a free spaceto control, it rewards some story-choices
with more story.Think like a cyberfeminist,and more is revealed.
The first word in that thumbnail aestheticsis relation, the
Think like a dick, and its all over in seconds.
inbetween of images. What can the relations between images
VNS proposethat we look at the questionsof relation, between body and technology, male and female, inner and outer
states,from other perspectives,and that multimedia is as good
a place as any to do so. But there’s more: maybe women can
make new relationsof difference,betweenimages,bodies,identities, artefacts through this media. As cyberfeminist theorist
Sadie Plant suggests,its *masculine* orders of time, place, relation that are threatenedby the proliferation of digital difference, so maybe women gotta get with the digital flow...
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signify about what difference is in the digital realm, and what
can those differences say about the culture on this side of the
screen?This side of the screenis increasinglyinvadedby things
createdon the other side. A lot of JurassicPark cameout of the
terminal gardensof the digital world, as we know. The aesthetics of interactive art can be an exploration of what those relations in that black box are about, a communication of those
explorations back to physical spaceand time, and a meditation
on what may yet come out of the black boxes of the militaryentertainmentcomplex, coming to RL near you.
Its not that multimedia is somehowmore ‘free’than any
other media, or somehow ‘more’ interactive. Interactivity is a
quality, not a quantity. Multimedia offers different kinds of interaction, not more of it. Indeed it may even offer less. Brad
Miller’s Digital Rhizome is considerablyless interactive than
reading passagesin the book for yourself. Multimedia can actually put some of the control of relations between different
elements of the aestheticexperienceback in the hands of the
artist.
That may indeedby why it appealsto artists.You can have
your lateral thinking rhizome but make ‘em use it the way you
intended too. The trade off is that one can have relations between texts, images,sounds,movies, or one can usean interactive to drive other deviceslike McCormack’s laser-discanimations. We don’t yet have much of a concept of what kinds of
grammars sounds and shapesmight have, but an art of relations will invent them. Bill Seaman’swork already does.
In multimedia art, the artist exerts more control over the
flow of time compared to a book or a sculpture, but without
strapping the user to a relentless linear flow of time, as in a
video or performance.Its a hybrid, somewherebetweena ‘time
based’and a ‘spacebased’art form, in Lessing’s terms.And as
Lessingargued,there are things eachform doesbest, or at least
one can so argue. Sculpture may lend itself to drama better
than comedy, and to landscapenot at all. Poetry can be lyrical
but rarely succeedsat being monumental-or didactic, and so
on. So what I’m proposing is that multimedia lends itself best
to an art of relation and to imagining topographiesof relations
that transgressthose of the physical world. That at least is what
the best multimedia art at the moment does.

context has become the infinite slippage of intertexts. But the
relations *between* Q those remain. Bear with me for a while
and I’ll explain.
Plunge down one of the ‘shafts’in the CD-ROM called
Blam!, and you find yourself transportedat random to any one
of a number of cuts on the ROM. The soundtrackis something
like the attack of a dozen paint guns at point blank range.A cut
up of a cut up. You may find yourself reading Thorn Metzger’s
‘This is your final warning’. Bored, I click on the Blam! icon to
go back to the start.Only I don’t get back to the start.The screen
informs me that I’m to be subjectedto ‘Devil in a dead man’s
underwear’,an even longer Metzger poem, which is “brought
to you as your punishment for not finishing This is your final
warning.” (sigh) That’s the way it is in multimedia.
The one truism one hearsall the time about multimedia is
that it is more ‘interactive’than TV or cinema. The user has
more choicesthan the viewer. TV and cinema are passivemediums for spectators.Multimedia is an active medium for users.
This is one truism that is absolutely untrue. All of the qualitative researchinto what people actually do with TV and cinema
shows that the audienceis an active participant in the production of meaning in these establishedmedia. It may flatter the
vanity of screenwriters, directorsand producersto imagine that
there is a great pile of squeegeesout there ready to soak up the
juice of whatever fantasy they wish to purvey, but that is not
how thesemedia work. And I don’t seehow we can even begin
to appreciatehow new media differ from old media if we begin
from fundamentalmisconceptionsabout the old media.
Audiences negotiatemeaning. They accept, resist or negotiate what they see and hear dependingon how it suits what
they know of the world and what they want to imagine in their
heads.This is already what happenswhen people watch TV or
go to the movies.The chooseto identify with ROSt?aMe against
her kids, or with one of the kids againstRoseanne.They choose
to seeRoseanneas an indictment of all that is banal and detestable in work-a-day family life; they choose to see it as a celebration of all they love and cherish about exactly that kind of
life. They might identify with Sandra Bernhard, the lesbiannext-door.They might not. This is how culture works. As Orwell
said, cultures are not manufactured.They grow of their own
accord.

3. The New Abstraction

“We have to discover everything about everything. ”
Godard

If multimedia promisesanything it is the coming of a new
abstraction. Images and sounds dematerialise,lose all meaning, loose all sense of origin and authorship. That much we
already know. But while images and soundsbecome as nothing, the *relations* between images and soundsbecome the
last zone in which an aestheticsis still possible.The object has
disappeared.The image is disappearing.The artist is dead.The
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Conversely,far from giving the usermore ‘choices’, multimedia can be seenas empowering the creator and restricting
the userschoices.An author can’t control the order in which a
reader reads the pages in a book. A curator can’t control the
way a spectatorwalks around an exhibition.
With a multimedia title. All this can change.The creator
can hide the ending from the user.Or insist that certain screens
not come up except via other screens.Or one can demand that
the user make the ‘right’ choices in order to avoid being sent

straight back to the start. There’s a great text-basedwork by
VNS-Matrix on the Mindvirus disc that does exactly this. If
you don’t get your head around the aestheticsand ethics of the
cyberfemme Q back to the start you go.

tions, and you learn what it means to be in the world as the
world appearsfrom the point of view of Pure Land Buddhism.

Relations,meaning,point of view Q constraintsplacedon
any casualplay with signs. If this were a book or a show, you
So here is a medium that gives one thing, and one thing couIdjust take yourself off to the last chapter or the last chamonly, back to the artist. The ability to determinerelations.And ber and see what enlightenment is. Only there would be nothof this it is possible to createmeaning. Signs proliferate, mu- ing thereto see.Enlightenmentis not something that canjust he
tate, their relations with each other, promiscuousand obscene. had. But if you learn to live within the constraints of this work,
Audiences shimmer like a mirage on the horizon. They warp you might just get a glimpse of where enlightenment lies.
into black holes or becomepolyvalentcreatorsof their own sense
and sensibility. Objectsdematerialiseinto digit bits. Everything
We herea Iot thesedays about how multimedia is all about
a copy of a copy. Everything is permitted, and so nothing is ‘content’. Every conferenceI go to on it haspeoplejumping up
true, not even to itself. But wait! Along one dimensionand one and down going, “but what about me! I’ve got content!” Musidimension alone, the possibility of constraint returns.And with cians, visual artists, designers, script writers, sculptors.
constraint comes the possibility of making meaning.That one Everybody’s got content. Only multimedia is not about content.
dimension of the manifold, almost infinite dimensionsof aes- Content is irrelevant. You could pillage a heap of broken imthetics is relation. Relations between sounds, images, move- ages from anywhereQ like the makers of Blam! did, and still
ments, words Q between any and every form. Now the artist make meaning. Becausethat with which one makes the meancan install a limit within the work to the omnivorous desiresof ing is not the images,or the sounds,or the user friendly interthe viewer, listener, interpreter.The god-like power of!
face, its the relations between.
the other on the end of art to paw at the object, flip through
the pages,flick their eyes over the artwork and on to the next
This is where critics like David Cox who insist on the imcan be taken back and given to the artist.
portanceof the video game paradigm have a really good point.
Cox cops flack where ever he speaksor writes for introducing
A great example is the CD-ROM work Cosmology of notions from the trashy world of video gamesinto the rarefied
Kyoto. I don’t much care for the look or the sound of it, al- domain of digital aesthetics.Metaphors for what the new media
though it is a nice design all round. The truly remarkablething might be aboutdrawn from literature are OK: “Hey, Moby Dick
about it is that it hasreproduceda simulacrum not only of what is non-linear!” From the visual arts is OK: “Virtual gallery!”
Kyoto in the Heian period looked and felt like Q but what the From some dead domain of culture: “I found this old book by
worldview was of the people who lived there.
FrancesYates everybody’s forgotten on Giordano Bruno and
the art of memory!” But frankly, the best way to understand
There’s a handy reference work appendedto the CD so what multimedia does best is to think about gamesand Sims.
you can learn about Buddhism, or the customs and superstitions of the time, but that is not where the work is truly great.
Games are important becauseof the way they structure a
Watch anyone use Cosmology and like any contemporaryart- meaning through constraints.Its very simple. You don’t get to
devourer,they skip and scan,frantically waving the mouseand the next level until you figure out this level. You might need to
staccatoclicking on the button. We are impatient gods when we work fast within thoseconstraints,as in a shoot ‘em up. Or you
sit down to chew on other people’s vision and thought.
might have the contemplative puzzle solving of Myst. It depends on how arthritic your joystick hand is. But either way, a
No, what makes Cosmology truly remarkable is that as funny thing happens.By constraining the omnipotenceand the
you enter the town and interact with its inhabitants, you have omnipresenceof the user to see what they like, the game cononly two choices. You can, in your arrogance,remain as you vinces the user to see things in terms of how the other wants
are, a contemporary Japaneseor American, for example.And them to be seen.Either you kill that bossthing at the end of this
you won’t get very far. The structure of relations that are the level or you just don’t seethe next.
real art of the work won’t let you. It doesnot allow this nonchalance with meaning.A more interestingchoice is to try and unNow, most gamesdon’t have much to offer in terms of a
derstandthe world as it would have appearedto a personof the view of the world. Unless of course they happento be Cosmoltime. Then you start to make your decisions,when you meet the ogy of Kyoto. But the possibility is there for many more games
guard, or the priest, or the gambler,accordingto someoneelse’s like Cosmology.Gamesthat oblige you to seefrom the point of
meaning making map of Kyoto, and indeed of the world. You view of the other, in order to seeat all. Of course,gamesarejust
work within the constraintsthe artists have placedin the matrix media. They can’t compel you to agreewith that point of view.
of relations that are the art of this work. The look and feel of it But given one very important condition, they can oblige you to
arejust window dressing.They are not art, they are design.The see things *from* that point of view. And with a bit of luck,
art is the in the relations. Follow along the line of those rela- once you seethings from the point of view the artist has made
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for you, you look back on yourself as an other Q now isn’t that
one of the most sublime goals of the aesthetic?
That one very important condition is desire.One must have
the desire to see,to hear, to feel whatever it is one believes is
buried within a CD-ROM, just as one must have that desire to
watch Godard’s ‘2 ou 3 ChosesQue Je Sais D’elle’, or to read
Moby Dick, to chose examples at random from the mess of
books and videos and ROMs and stuff on my coffee table at the
moment. I can fast forward the video (it boresme). I can flip to
another part of the book (becauseI feel like it). But I can’t do
that with a well crafted CD-ROM or a video game. But I want
to! Constraint createsdesire.The very fact that I can watch what
video I want, how I want. The very fact that I am inundated
with books of every kind. That my own apartmentis a museum

in freeing themselvesentirely from an order, they would cease
to mean, and Dement is no deconstructionist.The disordering
ailows a reordering,arounda deviously dyky desirefor an other
order of the body. Cyberflesh Girlmonster is all four of those
terms, dismemberedand rememberedin a new set of relations.
Again, its revealing to watch a work like this being used.
Perhapsmultimedia only becomes are when it ceasesto be
merely an art object or a text and becomes a vector Q when it

becomesa relation betweenthe actions of a user and the reactions of the work. (Or should that be the other way around?)
But I digress,and as this is not a hypertext essay,you will have
to imagine where that thought might go, were I to pursue it.
Were I to *let* you follow where it goes as you click away on
your mouse...

without walls Q bores me. I am not more cultured for not suf-

fering the scarcity of good books and art that plagued, say,
Diderot or Kant. I am more bored. But that I *know* that there
is something hidden in this CD-ROM, that excites me.

So there’sDement’s work, with a warning sign on it that it
“may offend.” So of course the group of teenageschool boys
on an excursion to the gallery zero in on it and play with it
eagerly.And it excites their desire. But they don’t get it. They
Somethingsimilar happenswith Sims.A sim is not a game, don’t want to get it. A cyberlesbianremapping of the relations
becausegameshave levels and scoresand all the paraphernalia of the visceral with the sign is not something they’re ready for
of measuringachievement.A sim is a bunch of algorithms that yet. And yet it touches their desire. Around and around they go,
make a bunch of factors all vary in relation to each other. So if
learning how to make it go back and back and back to the screen
I tweak this variable, all the others are affected.Which is all a that showsthe little line of throbbing cartoon cocks. Stuck in an
bit too abstractfor most people,except if I make the variables a infantile repetition, the rest of the work remains a mystery to
tax rate and a few different kinds of expenditure and a set of
flows in space. Still too abstract? OK, here’s a bit of land on

them. And so it should. Not by the coercive prohibition of censoring the image Q people often complain about Dement’s work

your computer screenQ now build a city. Or here’sa nice place
for an ant colony Q let’s be ants! Sim City, Sim Ant, Sim Tower,
there’s a bunch of theseon the market now. Whatever the window dressing,they are basically about relations,just like Blam!
or Cosmology. You make choices within a set of constraints

and ask that it be removed. But the work itself involves a constraint. You simply don’t get to read her fantasy stories, or see
the mutating flesh of images, if what holds you endlessly fascinated is the dancing line of harmless little penes,all wriggling

in a row.

that gradually reveal themselves in the way events unfold on

the screen.Most Sims are pretty unimaginative,although there
is something about learning how ants think that I find radically
othering.

For an image too remain sacred,there must be a limit to
how it may be used,or where it may be used, or by who it may
be used.The avant garde aestheticsof confrontation, of shock,
of exposure with which Blam! still flirts now needs its comple-

The possibility is there to make an art of pure relations.
The various cellular automataprograms that you can get come
even closer,but they are a little too lacking in concretedetail to
be really aesthetically interesting. Its getting the combination
of concrete particulars with very abstract relations that is the
aesthetic problem for our time.

Linda Dement’s work Cybertlesh Girlmonster is another
take on this. Like cybetfemme theorist Sadie Plant, Dement
has drawn a positive connection between the othernessof the
point of view of woman and the space of multimedia. Forget
the tentative steps in this direction of Donna Haraway. Dement
has the will and the nerve to *become* the monster,the cyborg

Q the artist. In her CD-ROM body parts form weird and mutant
couplings with each other. It is as if they separatedthemselves
from thei’ host bodies. It is as if each expresseda desire of its
own. A / d yet they are not set free entirely. If they did succeed
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ment. To go with it we need to create a spacein which certain
imagesmay be restricted in terms of the kinds of relations they
may enter into in the world. It doesn’t matter which images.
The sacred is a kind of relation. What is sacred to a western
desert Aborigine is different from what is sacred to a redneck
fundamentalist. But both preserve a certain limit to the relations imagesmay enter into. There is no contradiction between
wanting to free one’s self from institutions like the church or
state that coerce obedienceto a certain content of the sacred,
and wanting the right to restore the condition of being sacrosanct to certain images. That making sacred, by limiting relations, is what multimedia can do. Precisely because multimedia
is nothing but relations.
Abstraction, as it was conceived in the 50s. was still too
tied to the materiality of the art object, the specificity of art
history and the context of fine art institutions. Abstraction has

nothing to do art for its own sake,self consciouslyreflecting on
its materials,its history and its context. That was not and is not
abstraction,that is a rarefied and ultimately uninterestingformal game.To abstract is to free relations from *any* impediment, not just conventions of representation.To abstractis to
free the aesthetic from art itself. Which is precisely what has
been happening on the fringes of every new media form that
technology and the market has cooked up in modem times.
But how free do the relations between any possible sign
have to be before we start to desire somethingdifferent, something perhaps quite the opposite? The World Wide Web is a
little glimpse of what a pure rhizome of dematerialisedvectors
might be like. What if everyonein the world had their own Web
site? (According to the Lycos Internet Catalogue,there are already 3.6 *million* Web pages out there...) Millions of little
bunchesof relations betweenwords and imagesand sounds,all
freely pillaging and reacting and relating to eachother! No more
materiality of the aestheticobject Q any image can be copied
from anywhereto anywhere.No more ownershipor moral right
in the creation Q anyonecan do anything with any work as they
please!No more division betweenthe artist and the audienceQ
everyoneis equally a creator! The result?The abstractionof art
from art itself Q the end of meaning.

We have to discover the limit to discovering everything
everything.We have to rediscoverthe joy of the unknown
other, hovering on the other side of discovery, always pure, always unobtainable,always barred by relations we have yet to
understand.If we reimagine the limit, transgressiontoo might
seem interesting again. And in multimedia, we have the most
perfectly abstractspaceto date with which to do it.
about
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Already there are somedangerousattemptsto rope of possibilities, and some done in the name of the ‘sacred’.Like the
sacred right of media conglomeratesto make money off their
stockpiles of images. Or the policing of what imagesand stories can lurk out there. Child pornography! Recipesfor drugs
and bombs! There will be many more battles on what one can
do with what imagesand sounds,where and with whom. For it
is in creating restrictions amongst these relations that institutions and communities prove to themselvesthat they exist. We
are what we prohibit ourselves from becoming; we prohibit
ourselvesfrom becoming by not even knowing that there may
be something else to desire to becomeQ and we do that with a
ban on certain images.
Perhapsartists to&y need to fight on two fronts. One is
defending people’s right to put up on a Web site or in a gallery
whatever the hell they like. Personally I would like to see
Serrano’s Piss Christ and a few choice Mapplethorpescopied
and recopied and distributed digitally all over the planet. But
on the other hand, is it not time to offer the possibility of participating in the mystery of the sacred?The desirethat Cosmology of Kyoto answers is actually the same as the desire
Cyberflesh Girlmonster answers.The desire for relations between images and words that may be different, but which have
certain disciplines and constraints programmed into them. A
sacred spacein which one must make ones self becomewhat
the other wants in order to accedeto one’s desire for it, rather
than always being able to have the other any way one chooses.
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